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Art and Design is integral to a young person’s development. We place emphasis on the 

acquisition of technical skill, drawing from direct observation, investigation and personal 
expression. Students are encouraged to analyse, solve and evaluate visual and intellectual 
problems. We aim to help pupils be self-motivated, gain confidence and develop initiative 
through working in a stimulating environment. 

Students work in both 2D and 3D, including painting, drawing, printmaking, mixed media, and 

sculpture. GCSE students follow the Edexcel syllabus which aims to stimulate imagination, 
sensitivity, conceptual thinking and powers of observation. 

 
Your son /daughter will develop your visual skills and build a portfolio of work by completing a 
wide range of activities and in-depth assignments. Throughout the course, you will: 
 

 Develop and explore ideas 

 Select and experiment with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes 

 Record your ideas, observations and insights 

 Present personal and meaningful responses. 
 

Assessment 

 

Component 1: Personal Portfolio 

This component is worth 60% of the GCSE. Students produce a portfolio during the two years of 
the GCSE. Students are introduced to a variety of different skills and are encouraged to explore, 
investigate and develop their own personal ideas in response to themes.  
 
Component 2: Externally Set Assignment (ESA) 

This component is worth 40% of the GCSE. The practical exam is received in January and takes 
place normally after the Easter holidays. Students respond to an exam title and they have 
several weeks to develop preparatory work, drawings, research and ideas, which they can 
discuss with their teacher during lessons before the final exam. 
 
Assessment and feedback is provided throughout the course to aid student development and 
gives clear indication of areas that need to be focussed on. 
 
Year 10 
 
• Students will learn how to explore and use new media and techniques, such as ink drawing 

and painting, lino printing, mixed-media, clay and sculpture materials, textiles etc. 
 

• Students will develop art work based on themes being studied and be encouraged to 
understand how artists work can be used to help them develop their own work. 
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• Students will develop their art work based on their own personal interests using their 
imagination and expressing their ideas visually. 
 

Year 11 
 
• Students will focus on developing a personal response to a previous exam title. This 

enables them to approach the theme objectively or interpretively (imaginatively) choosing 
the materials & techniques of their choice and enabling them to show more personal 
meaning and expression in their work where they can communicate feelings in their own 
mature style. 

 
• In the final months of the course they will concentrate on their preparatory work towards 

the exam title. 
 
 
How to help your child in Art 

 

• Encourage your child to attend Art Lunchtime club and Art trips to support their 
coursework development.  
 

• Students are enthused for the subject through sharing their work and personal ideas this 
is further enhanced through discussion at home regarding the topics. 

 

• Encourage independent trips to Peterborough Art Gallery and visits to museums and 
galleries in Cambridge museums and further afield. 

 

• They should recognise the enjoyment they can have through their own work and realise 
that it requires effort and reflection to develop artwork that is personally rewarding. They 
are supported through guidance booklets and checklists encourage them to share this with 
you to show their stages of development. 
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Course Overview   
 
Business Studies provides an exciting opportunity to investigate and understand how real life 
businesses operate within a modern and competitive context. Within this subject, pupils will 
learn an array of skills, including the ability to analyse real business situations and determine 
their success or failure based upon facts and figures provided within the case studies they are 
presented. They will also make judgements and recommendations based upon these scenarios, 
using their business acumen that they have developed throughout the syllabus.  
 
Students also have the opportunity to visit real life businesses and engage with employers to 
support their understanding of how the business operates and remains competitive within the 
real world. Previous trips have included Jaguar Land Rover and Alton Towers.  
 
We offer two courses at GCSE, which includes the traditional examination style qualification 
that is assessed at the end of the qualification and graded 1-9. We also offer a vocational 
qualification that consists of a combination of examination and coursework based assessments, 
this qualification is assessed throughout the course with an external examiner who visits the 
College at the end of the syllabus.  
 
Your child will learn a number of skills whilst studying both courses.  Problem solving, critical 
thinking and communication are top of these. 
 
GCSE Course Information and Breakdown 
 
The examination will consist of two papers sat at the end of the course for GCSE, which have 
an equal weighting of 50%. The examination are 1 hour 45 minutes each and will cover all aspect 
of the syllabus which have been studied throughout the two years. Traditional grades apply, 
which are now 1-9. 
 
GCSE 
 
Year 10:  
 

 Business in the real world 

 Influences on business 

 Business operations 

 Human resources 
 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjYi5jl4tHWAhWhLcAKHRhFCpwQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmamtanarula.weebly.com%2Fbusiness-studies.html&psig=AOvVaw1tp523BbRjhI4tH24auSxn&ust=1507027860819794
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjYi5jl4tHWAhWhLcAKHRhFCpwQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmamtanarula.weebly.com%2Fbusiness-studies.html&psig=AOvVaw1tp523BbRjhI4tH24auSxn&ust=1507027860819794
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Year 11: 
 

 Business in the real world 

 Influences on business 

 Marketing 

 Finance 
 
Level 2 V-Cert Course Information and Breakdown 
 
The V-Cert vocational qualification also offered at Hampton College allows students a more 
practical approach to their studies in which coursework is the main focus, 75% compared with 
a 25% examination. This qualification lends itself to students who prefer coursework and will 
complete folder assessments based upon their work in class. The Unit 4: Plan, Develop and 
Participate in a Business or Enterprise Project also allows students to set up and run their own 
business within their Year 11 course.  
 
This qualification is graded slightly different, but still accredited and understood by employers.  
 
A Pass within the syllabus is the equivalent of a 4-5   (C traditional grade) 
A Merit within the syllabus is the equivalent of a 6   (B traditional grade) 
A Distinction within the syllabus is the equivalent of a 7  (A traditional grade) 
 
If students for some reason do not complete the Level 2 qualification, there is an opportunity 
to obtain a Level 1 qualification and therefore still leave with a grade 1-3 in comparison.   
 
V-Cert  
 
Year 10: 
 
Unit 1:  Introduction to the Business Environment (Coursework based assessment) 
Unit 3:  Finance for Business and Enterprise (Coursework based assessment) 
 
Year 11: 
 
Unit 2:  Marketing for Business and Enterprise (External based examination)  
Unit 4:  Plan, develop and participate in a Business or Enterprise project (coursework 

based assessment). 

  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiYps2-6NHWAhXsJMAKHfmpC_wQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcbsomagh.org%2Fdepartments%2Fbusiness-studies&psig=AOvVaw3BPCd4RSq99MfK6xwUstqF&ust=1507029488324668
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Extra-Curricular  
 
We offer an array of extra-curricular activities in Business Studies, including national 
competitions such as Tycoon in Schools, which was founded by Dragons Den star Peter Jones. 
Previously we have taken students to Buckingham Palace to meet Peter and the Duke of York, 
as Hampton College students have been finalists. 
 
There is also the opportunity to participate in a Student Investor National Challenge, run by 
the London Institute of Banking and Finance. Students trade virtual money based upon the real 
stock exchange against other school across the country. There are many prizes for being 
enterprising, generating the most money and the risks they take including an all-expenses paid 
trip to New York. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.tycooninschools.com/ 
 
https://www.studentinvestor.org/ 
 
 
Revision 
 
All revision booklets, past exam papers and model answers will support students in engaging 
within the subject, in addition to a comprehensive assessment calendar that will be issued to 
Year 11 students. This will require students to revise topics and be assessed weekly covering 
the whole topic, this normally takes place after the Christmas holidays for Year 11 and will 
identify any students who need intervention within the subject.  
 
Regular revision sessions will be available after school in the run up to the exams. For Year 11 
students in particular, we will expect particular students to attend if they are not meeting 
minimum expected progress in the subject.  
 

https://www.tycooninschools.com/
https://www.studentinvestor.org/
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiF9bHl3LjWAhXFWRQKHXBQBOAQjRwIBw&url=http://www.patana.ac.th/BPSnet/EClassroom/DailyNotice.asp?d%3D16%26m%3D9%26y%3D2015%26yg%3D&psig=AFQjCNEruXQRC03wa20XYv0DkgrjQCcPoQ&ust=1506167288976379
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How to help your child in Business Studies  
 

 Encourage your child to read the newspaper and watch the news.  An awareness of 
current affairs within the business world will help them form an opinion on wider issues. 
 

 Encourage your child to complete their homework and ask for help if it is needed or they 
are unsure of any class work. 
 

 Encourage your child to be proactive, so they are in control of their learning. If they 
need help ask, encourage them to use you to quiz them on definition of terms and so on. 

 
Useful resources  
 
We will use Google Classroom throughout the course and this will allow students to complete 
home learning and hand this in at home with their student logins via the internet.  
 
We also provide students with revision guides in Year 11 to support their revision early on in 
the syllabus to support their home learning. You can also purchase this from most bookshops, 
Amazon and other retailers if you wish.  
 
Websites include:  
 
https://www.tutor2u.net/ 
https://www.businessed.co.uk/ 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zpsvr82 
 

 
  

https://www.tutor2u.net/
https://www.businessed.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zpsvr82
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Course Overview 

 
Computer science is a practical subject with significant theoretical academic principles. The 
principles allow learners to develop creative solutions to problems in exciting new ways.  
 
The aims of this qualification are to enable learners to develop: 
 

 Understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts for computer 
science, including abstraction, decomposition, logic, algorithms and data 
representation. 

 Analyse problems in computational terms through practical experience of solving 
such problems, including designing, writing and debugging programs. 

 Think creatively, innovatively, analytically, logically and critically. 

 Understand the components that make up digital systems and how they 
communicate with one another and with other systems. 

 Understand the impacts of digital technology to the individual and to wider society. 

 Apply mathematical skills relevant to Computer Science. 
 

The scheme of assessment consists of two written papers.  Paper one is worth 40%; Paper two 
is worth 40% and the non-examined assessment is worth 20%. 
  
Year 10  
 

 Introduction to course, 

 System architecture 

 Memory 

 Storage 

 Wired and wireless networks 

 Network topologies, protocols and layers 

 System security 

 System software 

 Ethical, legal, cultural and environmental concerns 

 Programming Techniques 

 Project analysis 

 Project design 

 Project  development 

 Project testing and evaluation 
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Year 11 
 

 Programming Techniques 

 Non-Examined Assessment 

 Algorithms 

 Programming techniques 

 Producing robust programs 

 Computational logic 

 Translators and facilities of languages 

 Data representation 

 Exams 
 

Examinations 
 
OCR Computer Science GCSE J276 
 
Unit 1  J276/01 Computer systems - 1 hour 30 minutes written paper 
Unit 2  J276/02 Computational thinking, algorithms and programming - 1 hour 30  
  minutes written paper. 
 
Controlled Assessment 
 
Unit 3  J276/03 Programming project - 20 hour practical. 
 
Revision 
 
Regular revision sessions are available after school in the run up to the exams. 
 
How to Help Your Child in Computer Science 
 

 Encourage your child to read through and revise from the online textbook for the topics 
that your child is currently working on. 

 Encourage your child to practice python programming at home and outside of lessons. 

 Encourage your child to complete their homework and ask for help if it is needed or they 
are unsure of any class work. 

 Encourage your child to be proactive, they are in control of their learning – if they need 
help ask, encourage them to use you to quiz them on definition of terms and so on. 
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Useful Resources  
 
Your child will be issued with a login to the textbook that can be accessed at home. Although 
not necessary, the following books are available to help your child: 
 
 
The text book we use is OCR GCSE Computer 
Science: Student Book ISBN 978-1-316-50403-1 
published by Cambridge University Press. 
 

 

New GCSE Computer Science OCR Revision 
Guide - for the Grade 9-1 Course ISBN 978-
1782946021 published by CGP 
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AQA GCSE Design Technology Course Overview 
 

Theory Knowledge (50%) 
Paper 1 
What's assessed: 
 
Core technical principles 
 
• New and Emerging technologies,  
• Energy, materials, systems and devices 
• Materials and their working properties 

 
Specialist technical principles 
 
• Electronic Systems or Timber based materials 

 
• Designing and making principles 

 
How it's assessed: 
 
• Written exam: 2 hours 
• 100 marks 

 
Written exam sections: 
 
Section A – core technical principles (20 marks) 
 
A mixture of multiple choice and short answer questions assessing a breadth of technical 
knowledge and understanding. 
 
Section B – specialist technical principles (30 marks) 
 
Several short answer questions (2–5 marks) and one extended response to assess a more in-
depth knowledge of technical principles. 
 
Section C – designing and making principles (50 marks) 
 
A mixture of short answer and extended response questions. 
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NEA – Non Exam Assessments (50%) 
 
• Substantial design and make task 
• Assessment criteria 
• Identifying and investigating design possibilities 
• Producing a design brief and specification 
• Generating design ideas 
• Developing design ideas 
• Realising design ideas 
• Analysing & evaluating 
 
Contextual challenges to be released annually by AQA on 1 June in the year prior to the 
submission of the NEA. 
 
Students will produce a prototype and a portfolio of evidence. Work will be marked by teachers 
and moderated by AQA. 
 
NCFE Level 2 Food and Cookery 
 
This course consists of four units:  
 
Unit 1: Preparing to cook  
 
This unit aims to introduce learners to the safe and hygienic preparation of the cooking 
environment and ingredients. Learners will understand the importance of how to prepare and 
store equipment and utensils. Learners will understand and follow recipes, which will 
demonstrate their cooking skills to produce a variety of dishes. 
 
This unit is internally assessed through a portfolio.  
 
Unit 2: Understanding food  
 
This unit aims to provide learners with an understanding of food sources and the factors that 
can affect food choices. Learners will be able to apply these factors when selecting and cooking 
dishes. 
 
This unit is internally assessed through a portfolio.  
 
Unit 3: Exploring balanced diets 
 
Learners will understand the individual requirements of a balanced diet. They will learn about 
Reference Index (RI)/Guideline Daily Amounts (GDAs) and how food labels can inform healthy 
eating. Learners will understand how to change recipes to make them healthier. 
 
This unit is externally assessed through a set exam completed in Year 11. 
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Unit 4: Plan and produce dishes in response to a brief  
 
This unit will give learners the opportunity to bring together their learning and skills developed 
throughout the course to produce a menu in response to a brief. Learners will plan, make and 
review their completed dishes. 
 
This unit is internally assessed through a portfolio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 
 

  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjA_9r_7dHWAhWiB8AKHQU4CeoQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fgourmetwayhayden.com%2Fcooking-class-information%2F&psig=AOvVaw1_hm4uLwFYjUhabPsPWEar&ust=1507030869894169
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Course Overview  
 
Drama is all around us. It’s everyday life, its society, it’s analysing the human experience. In 
Drama we teach and build confidence, performance and presentation skills. The course is 
designed to explore and experiment with a variety of techniques and practitioners to create 
engaging and relevant pieces of theatre. 
 
Drama is fun and purposeful, it asks people to reflect on themselves and issues faced in today’s 
fast paced and judgemental society.   
  
Through the course they will learn many skills that include vocal training, characterisation, 
devising and improvisation. The course also allows them to watch professional theatre plays, 
both live and filmed, where they will learn to use concise and  
accurate analytical skills to review the performances. 
  
Year 10  
 

 Explorative strategies, characterisation and performance skills 

 Devising skills (working with a stimuli) 

 Script work 

 Analysing live theatre 

 Start Component 1 
 
Year 11 
 

 Completion of Component 1 

 Component 2  

 Component 3 
 

Examinations 
  
Pearson Edexcel Level 1/Level 2 GCSE (9 - 1) in Drama (1DR0) 
 
Component 1: Devising (40%). Pupils will be given a topical stimuli to explore in groups. 

They use their thoughts and ideas to create a 20-25 minute piece of theatre 
that is relevant to a modern audience. A portfolio needs to be created to 
record their devising journey (internally marked). 

  
Component 2: Performance from Text (20%). Pupils have to perform using a script chosen 

by the department. Pupils have to perform two extracts from the chosen 
text to an external examiner. The two extracts can be a choice of 
monologues, duologues and group extracts. 
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Component 3:  Theatre Makers in Practice (40%). Pupils take a written examination at the 
end of the course. The written examination consists of an analysis of a live 
performance they have watched and an analysis of a play studied in lesson. 

 
How to help your child in Drama 
 

 Allow them a space to rehearse things at home.  
 

 Encourage them to watch as much theatre as possible. If not possible, discuss moments 
on film and television with them. (How and why is it engaging? What impact were they 
trying to have on an audience?) 
 

 Support them with scripts. 
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English Language 
 
The aim of this course is to engage students in both creative and non-fiction texts and inspire 
them to write creatively and for a given audience and purpose. This will allow your child to 
have the functional skills necessary to take into a wide variety of jobs in the future. 
 
English Language teaches students the fundamental skills of reading for meaning and the ability 
to create engaging written communication. In the course, your child will explore why writers 
make the language and structural choices that they do and the potential intended effects that 
these choices may have on a reader. They will then have the opportunity to use these skills 
themselves in their own pieces of original writing.  
    
Your child will learn a number of skills whilst studying this course: analysis and evaluation with 
reading material and accuracy and flair in written communication. 
   
The scheme of assessment consists of two written papers: both Paper One and Paper Two are 
equally weighted at 50% each. 
  
Year 10  
 

 Introduction to course 

 Paper 1: Explorations in Create Reading and Writing  

 Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives 
 
Year 11 
 

 Revision of Paper 1: Explorations in Create Reading and Writing  

 Revision of Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives 
 
 
Examinations 
 
AQA English Language 
 
Paper 1: Explorations in Create Reading and Writing (1 hour 45 minutes) 
Paper 2:  Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives (1 hour 45 minutes) 
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Assessment 
 
End of unit assessments are given at the end of each unit.  Although this does not count towards 
your child’s GCSE grade, it does give a clear indication of areas that need to be focussed on for 
target setting and intervention purposes. Students will also sit a formal mock examination in 
the hall. 
 
Students will also undertake The Spoken Language Endorsement as part of this course and 
will be award a pass, merit or distinction. 
 
The aim of the assessment is to allow students to demonstrate their speaking and listening skills 
by: 
 

• Giving a presentation in a formal context 
• Responding appropriately to questions and to feedback 
• Using spoken Standard English. 

 
Success Criteria 
 
All pupils will be made aware of their minimum expected grades for English Language and will 
be given these at the start of the course. Students will be provided with mark schemes for each 
unit as it is covered. 
 
Revision 
 
All revision booklets, past exam papers and model student’s answers are given in class or set 
as homework. 
 
Regular revision sessions will be available after school in the run up to the exams. 
 
The department would recommend the CGP AQA English Language for Grades 1-9 Revision Guide 
(ISBN: 9781782943693) 
 
How to help your child in English 
 

 Encourage your child to read widely. 

 Encourage your child to complete their homework and ask for help if it is needed (all set 
on Show My Homework). 

 Encourage your child to be proactive: they are in control of their learning 

 If they need help, ask.  

 Regularly attend revision sessions. 

 Revise early and frequently, particularly for mock examinations and in class assessments. 
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English Literature 
 
The aim of this course is to engage students in a variety of different literature texts from across 
time; students will study texts ranging from Shakespeare to those written more recently. All 
students will study: one modern drama, one Shakespeare play, one C19th novel and one 
collection of poetry, as well as exploring a variety of unseen poetry. Each teacher will select 
texts from the approved lists provided by the exam board that they feel is the most appropriate 
for the ability of their class. 
 
English Literature teaches students the fundamental skills of reading for meaning and analysing 
and evaluating writers’ choices across the genres of drama, prose and poetry. In the course, 
your child will explore a text’s plot, characters and themes, as well as contextual and historical 
factors that surround a text and how this may affect a reader/ audiences’ reaction to it. Some 
assessment questions in the examinations will be extract based and therefore require close 
textual analysis, others will be whole text based and will require an essay style written format. 
    
Your child will learn a number of skills whilst studying this course: close textual analysis, 
evaluation and interpretation are top of these. 
   
The scheme of assessment consists of two written papers: Paper One, which is worth 40% and 
Paper Two, which is worth 60%. 
  
Year 10  
 

 Introduction to course 

 Paper 2: Modern Drama  

 Paper 2: Anthology Poetry and Unseen Poetry 

 Paper 1: Shakespeare 
 
Year 11 
 

 Paper 2: C19th Novel 

 Revision of Paper 2: Modern Drama  

 Revision of Paper 2: Anthology Poetry 
and Unseen Poetry 

 Revision of Paper 1: Shakespeare 
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Examinations 
 
AQA English Literature 
 
Paper 1:  Shakespeare and The C19th Novel (1 hour 45 minutes) 
Paper 2:  Modern Drama and Poetry (2 hours 15 minutes) 
 
Assessment 
 
End of unit assessments are given at the end of each unit.  Although this does not count towards 
your child’s GCSE grade, it does give a clear indication of areas that need to be focussed on for 
target setting and intervention purposes. Students will also sit at least one formal mock 
examination in the hall. 
 
Success criteria 
 
All pupils will be made aware of their minimum expected grade for English Literature and will 
be given these at the start of the course. Students will be provided with mark schemes for each 
unit as it is covered. 
 
Revision 
 
All revision booklets, past exam papers and model student’s answers are given in class or set 
as homework. 
 
We would suggest buying/ borrowing copies of the set text in order to read and re-read these 
at home. 
 
Regular revision sessions will be available after school in the run up to the exams. 
 
The department would recommend the CGP AQA English Literature for the Grades 1-9 course 
Revision Guide - each set text will have its own revision book. 
 
How to help your child in English Literature 
 

 Encourage your child to read each set text more than once; it is really important that 
they know the text thoroughly. 

 Encourage your child to use the PixLit APP regularly. 

 Encourage your child to complete their homework and ask for help if it is needed (all set 
on Show My Homework). 

 Encourage your child to be proactive: they are in control of their learning. 

 If they need help, ask. 

 Regularly attend revision sessions. 

 Revise early and frequently, particularly for mock examinations and in class assessments. 
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At Key Stage 4, we follow the AQA GCSE specification.  This course is a mixture of Human and 
Physical Geography topics, with a focus on case studies, from both the UK and locations around 
the world.  Fieldwork is an important aspect of the course and over the course of the GCSE, 
students will spend two days collecting data that they will analyse in class.  These days are in 
two contrasting environments - a city and at the coast. 
 
There are three exams - two are based on the material we learn in class, worth 70% of the 
GCSE. The other exam is worth 30%, based on fieldwork data and analysing geographical 
information.  This is based on a booklet of information released to the school before the exam. 
 
The topics we will study are mentioned below, in the order we currently study them: 
 
River and Coastal landscapes in the UK 
 
This unit looks at how river and coastal processes shape the landscape of the UK and how those 
processes can impact people. 
 
The Challenge of Resource Management 
 
This unit looks at the study of resources and how we use them, with a focus on food, water and 
energy, both in the UK and contrasting locations in Lower Income Countries. 
 
Urban Issues and Challenges 
 
This unit looks at the growth of cities around the world and the challenges and opportunities 
cities may bring.  We contrast London (a city in a High Income Country) with that of Rio de 
Janeiro in Brazil (a Low Income Country). 
 
Natural Hazards 

 
This unit looks at tectonic hazards (earthquakes and volcanoes) and climatic hazards (like 
tropical storms) as well as the impact of climate change. We study the distribution of these 
hazards, the causes and effects, as well as how we can manage these kinds of Natural Hazards. 
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The Living World 
 
This unit looks at different ecosystems around the world, focussing on Tropical Rainforests and 
Hot Environments.  We investigate how plants, animals and people interact with these 
environments and look at how locations may change in the future. 
 
The Changing Economic World 
 
This unit looks at development around the world – this includes the jobs people do in various 
countries and how and why these vary around the world.  We also study the impact that 
changing employment can have on a country, positively and negatively. 

 
As the exams are all taken in the summer of Year 11, we regularly assess students using past 
exam papers throughout the course.  Students can expect to do practice papers every few 
weeks and these are marked according to the examiners answers used by AQA.  This helps 
teachers to monitor how students are progressing and find out where students need more 
support, as well as helping students to practice their exam technique and prepare for the main 
GCSE exams.  All students will have PPEs (Pre Public Exams) in Year 10 and 11, as well during 
the course. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiasfOD39HWAhXM7hoKHUX9D_YQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bearsdenacademy.e-dunbarton.sch.uk%2Fpage_viewer.asp%3Fpage%3DGeography%26pid%3D1014&psig=AOvVaw2T_c0m-NSyocM5uZvUkLNA&ust=1507026954186277
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We study Edexcel History 9-1. GCSE History can lead to further study at A-Level and University.  
It also provides the skills for a range of academic, vocational and specialised qualifications.  
History may be particularly useful to students considering careers in law, journalism, the 
media, education, the voluntary sector, politics, librarianship, business and academia.  A GCSE 
in History demonstrates that you can justify your ideas and opinions using evidence, as well as 
considering the views of others. 
 
Year 10  
 

 Norman England (Paper Two) 

 Crime and Punishment (Paper One) 
 
Year 11 
 

 Germany 1919-39 (Paper Three) 

 The Cold War and International Relations (Paper Two) 
 
Success criteria 
 
We share with students the content they need to know and how different exams and the 
questions in them are structured. Students should become more confident with the 
requirements of different styles of exam questions as the course progresses. We have 
introduced ‘Content Knowledge Organisers’ which we expect students to study and learn so 
they have the factual content necessary to answer questions. Students compile a bank of these 
as they progress through the course. 
 
Assessments 
 
Students will have exam practice in class. We have assessments in class as well as the PPEs that 
are at designated times in the school calendar throughout Years 10 and 11. Personalised 
Learning Checklists (PLCs) allow students to be familiar with the content of the topics studied. 
 
All exams are sat at the end of Year 11 
 

 Paper One Crime and Punishment with Whitechapel 1h 15m (30%) 

 Paper Two: Norman England and the Cold War 1h 45m (40%) 

 Paper Three: Germany 1919-39 1 hr 20m (30%) 
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How to help your child in History 
 

 Encourage your child to complete their homework and ask for help if it is needed or they 
are unsure of any class work. 
 

 Encourage your child to be proactive, they are in control of their learning – if they need 
help ask, encourage them to use you to quiz them on definition of terms, key dates, and 
the order of events. 
 

 GCSE History is 100% exam. Students need to ensure they catch up on work missed.  
 

 Students can identify areas for development through the online Personalised Learning 
Checklists that are monitored by their class teacher. 

 
Useful resources 
 
We use a wide range of resources within History lessons to support all students. Students should 
aim to make their exercise books so detailed that it can become their main revision resource. 
We have listed some below though as we know some students like to have them as a support. 
This course is only in its second year and we do expect more revision resources to come on to 
the market. 
There are two main publishers that have provided revision guides. Buying a revision guide is not 
compulsory, however we recommend you buy versions relevant to Edexcel as there are 
differences between exam boards in content and exam style. 
 
Pearson 
 
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1)  History Superpower relations and the Cold War Revision Guide and 

Workbook ISBN-10: 1292169753 
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1)  History Weimar and Nazi Germany Revision Guide and Workbook 

ISBN-10: 1292169737 
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1)  History Crime and Punishment I n Britain Revision Guide and 

Workbook: ISBN-10: 1292169702 
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1)  History Anglo-Saxon and Norman England Revision Guide and 

Workbook: ISBN-10: 1292169745 
 
Hodder 
 
My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) History: Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918-39 ISBN-10: 
1510403272 
 
My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) History: Superpower relations and the Cold War, 1941–
91 ISBN-10: 1510403256 
 
My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) History: Anglo-Saxon and Norman England, c1060-88 
ISBN-10: 1510403221 
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Course Overview  
 
ICT is a practical subject that teaches students multimedia and communication skills, 
developing their understanding of web development and systems design. Within this students 
will learn a range of skills that need.   
 
The aims of this qualification are to: 
 

 Equip young people with the knowledge, understanding and skills they need to design 
and make, effective digital products for others to use. 

 Enable young people to use digital tools as a means of expression to inform, persuade 
and entertain. 

 Foster young people’s creativity and develop their independent learning skills 

 Challenge young people to reflect on what they produce and strive for excellence 

 Increase young people’s awareness of their responsibilities in the digital world and their 
respect of other people’s rights. 

 Equip young people with professional, real-world skills in planning, project management 
and communication 

 Give you people the knowledge, understanding and skills they need to support future 
learning and exploit the creative digital industries. 

 
The scheme of assessment consists of two assessment both contribute as 100% of the final 
grade. This means that no one part of the assessment can be missed to achieve a grade. 
  
Year 10 
  

 Investigating multimedia products 

 Designing multimedia products 

 Collecting and creating digital assets 

 Developing multimedia products 

 Prototyping and testing 

 Distribution 

 Product review 

 Presenting multimedia products in an e-portfolio 

 Standard ways of working 

 Throughout the year students will work through their coursework elements 
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Year 11 
 

 Finalisation of coursework element 

 Audience and purpose 

 Client briefs and the project lifecycle 

 Site structure 

 Consistency 

 Composition and page design 

 Accessibility 

 Content selection and preparation 

 Coding 

 Testing 

 Evaluation 

 Practical Examination 
 
Examinations 
 
Edexcel Level 2 – CiDA Certificate in Digital Applications 
Unit 1 – Developing Web Products. 2 hour 30 minutes practical exam 
 
Coursework 
 
Unit 2 Creative Multimedia – practical project. 
 
Revision 
 
Regular booster sessions are available after school to support in the completion of the 
coursework and practice skills for the examination. 
 
How to Help Your Child in ICT 
 

 Encourage your child to practice with available software at home and outside of lessons. 

 Encourage your child to complete their homework and ask for help if it is needed or they 
are unsure of any class work. 

 Encourage your child to be proactive, they are in control of their learning – if they need 
help ask, encourage them to use you to quiz them on definition of terms and so on. 

 
Useful Resources 

Although it is not necessary to purchase not necessary as student will be provided a book in 
lessons to use, the following book is available to help your child. 

The text book we use for the coursework element is Edexcel DiDA Multimedia, ISBN 1-84690-
115-4 published by Pearson.   
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AQA Linear  

Paper 1   Non Calculator   

Paper 2   Calculator   

Paper 3  Calculator 

 

All three papers are 1 hour 30 mins. Dates are not confirmed as yet however there is normally one 
paper before May half term and two after. 

Linear papers cover the whole of the mathematics Curriculum. 

There are two levels of paper 

Foundation   Grades 1-5 

Higher   Grades 4-9 

All papers are marked out of 80. 

 

Grade boundaries can change so we want to make sure that in the run up to the exam our students 
are performing comfortably in their target grade. Students will get more information on what is 
expected closer to the exam. 

 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjVlNnvvdbWAhVHuRoKHfSVADwQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fofl.co.uk%2Factivities-groups%2Fmaths-group%2F&psig=AOvVaw28KxBlM_A2oUjge2zB_LwQ&ust=1507189828431798
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Types of Questions 

A01 
 

These are basic straightforward Maths questions. 

These test the student’s Maths knowledge of each topic. 

A02 
For these questions students need to select which maths to use to solve a real life problem 

A02 
The students need to decide how to answer these questions and explain why. 

It is the A02 and A03 type questions that students are finding the most difficult and these are the 
areas in which parents can help the most. 

A02 & A03 type Questions 
 

Real Life Questions that have come up recently have included 

 Buying goods, calculating change 

 Finding the cost of 8 cakes if you know the cost of 5. 

 Filling the missing amounts in a bank statement or invoice 

 Changing money into different currencies 

 Reading an electricity meter and calculating the bill 

 Finding areas involving gardens, wallpaper, carpet, paint 

 Planning a visit to Grandma given a bus timetable and when to be back for. 

 Calculating best buys 

 Working out postage & packing charges for online goods 

 

Revision Opportunities 
 

In School 

Students have a lot of exam practice in lessons, this then enables us to see which topics the class 
needs to cover. It also gives students an idea of what grade they are currently working at and what 
topics and type of question they need to improve on. 

As well as lessons there is an hour revision session every Monday from 3.20 to 4.20 pm. Where 
students can revise with a teacher on hand to give extra help when needed. 
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Homework is extremely important in the run up to the GCSE.  

Mathswatch 

After the last exam we analysed how our students revised and how they did. We found that one of 
the most effective ways of revising was to use the Mathswatch website. We have subscribed to this 
and so it is free for our students, all they need is their username and login. There are also worksheets 
that the students can print out. 

Other Websites 

PiXL Maths App – This is available both as a normal website and a phone app. It allows students to 
practice questions and gives students videos and PowerPoints to help strengthen understanding. 

BBC Bitesize 

Mangahigh.com 

Revision Guides 

If your child prefers to learn from a book Revision Guides are available from us or WHSmiths or 
Amazon. Make sure you have the correct level and exam board. 

Calculators 

For the calculator paper students need a scientific calculator. Every brand of calculator works 
differently so it is essential students are using a calculator they are familiar with in the exam. In 
school we use CASIO calculators and would recommend them as they are very clear to use. They 
can be purchased via the school for £7.00. 

Equipment 

It is expected that all students are fully equipped with a pen, pencil, ruler, protractor, compass, 
rubber and pencil sharpener. Students may also find highlighters helpful when it comes to revision. 

Last of All 

The students who perform best are those who enter the exam room confident, relaxed, healthy and 
rested. Revising is important but looking after yourself is the best possible preparation. 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjkmbOjoNTWAhWLChoKHbZOCBoQjRwIBw&url=http://www.npschools.co.uk/curriculum/mathematics/think-maths/&psig=AOvVaw3hug7q1qjme_OmTVK6tCOi&ust=1507113167821969
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“In the modern world, media literacy will become as important a skill as Maths or Science” 
Tessa Jowell, former Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport. 
 
In the 21st Century we are surrounded by media wherever we look: the internet, TV, film, radio, 
magazines, newspapers, advertising…the list goes on. Not only is Media Studies interesting and 
relevant, it gives you valuable skills to help understand the world around you.  
 
The skills you learn in Media Studies helps you in English too. If you study them together you 
can get better grades in both subjects. Core activities in both subjects are: 
 

 Analysing texts 

 Communicating findings 

 Being imaginative and creative 

Trips and visits are considered an important part of students’ education at Hampton College; 
in the past, the following Media Studies trips have been offered to students: 
 

 Warner Bros. Studio Tour: The Making of Harry Potter 

 National Media Museum Bradford 

 BBC Television Centre tour 

 British Film Institute workshops on London’s Southbank 

At GCSE, students will develop and apply their understanding of the media through both 
analysing and producing media products in relation to the four elements of the framework: 
media language, media representations, media industries and media audiences.  
 
Whilst there needs to be a balance of practical and theoretical learning, wherever possible 
students will have the opportunity to demonstrate their learning through creating media 
products, for example in understanding media audiences students will design a magazine front 
cover aimed at a specific audience; when learning about promotion and marketing, students 
will have the opportunity to create their own advertising campaign. 
 
Assessment: GCSE OCR Media Studies 
 
The course is split into 70% exam and 30% coursework. Students will study nine forms of media 
whilst preparing for two exams, as well as creating a media product in response to a set brief. 
An example of a set brief: 
 
  

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjZt66yjNLWAhVbFMAKHTWhCNIQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.school-portal.co.uk%2FGroupHomepage.asp%3FGroupID%3D86673&psig=AOvVaw1jgduZ7jJloEAiIj3FVrWD&ust=1507039085389066
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Create an opening sequence from a children’s drama television programme aimed at an 
audience of 10–13-year-olds.  
 
The first exam is 1 hour 45, is worth 35% of the final GCSE, and has two sections: 
 
Section A - Television:   Students will engage with one in-depth study covering 

contemporary and historic television products. 
 
Section B - Promoting Media:  Students will study media products used to promote and 

market films and video games. 
 
 The second exam is 1 hr 15, is worth 35% of the final GCSE and 

also has two sections: 
 
Section A - Music:  Students will engage with one in-depth study covering 

magazines, music videos and radio. 
 
Section B -  News:  Students will engage with one in-depth study covering online, 

social and participatory media as well as newspapers. 
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GCSE Specification – NEW VERSION 
 

Course Content  
 

Theme 1: Identity and culture 
 

 Me, my family and friends  – marriage and relationships 

 Technology in everyday life  – social media/mobile technology 

 Free-time activities – music, cinema and TV, food/eating out/ sport 

 Customs and festivals 
 
Theme 2: Local, national, international and global areas of interest 
 

 Home, town, neighbourhood and region 

 Social issues  – charity/voluntary work, healthy and unhealthy  
 living 

 Global issues  – the environment, poverty, homelessness 

 Travel and tourism 
 
Theme 3: Current and future 
 

 My studies 

 Life at school/college 

 Education post-16 

 Jobs, career choices and ambitions 
 

 

Speaking 
 
Students are expected to be able to: take part in a short conversation, asking and answering 
questions and exchanging opinions.  
 
Convey information and narrate events coherently and confidently, using and adapting 
language for new purposes. 
 
Speak spontaneously, responding to unexpected questions, points of view or situations.  
Sustain communication.  
 
Use accurate pronunciation and intonation to be understood by a native speaker. 
 
WORTH 25%  

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjx6fDR0N_NAhWlIMAKHRkGAOEQjRwIBw&url=http://www.clipartpanda.com/categories/speaking-20clipart&bvm=bv.126130881,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNGxHvSs8M2vobtXd_BEE3DhBOHhOA&ust=1467921705353303
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj5oaKj0d_NAhVEL8AKHaZdCewQjRwIBw&url=http://nyceducator.com/2016/06/is-reading-magic-bullet.html&bvm=bv.126130881,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNE8zSjboXypEEtzvtvfp2YH6L6iuw&ust=1467921841829724
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Tasks 
 
Part 1  – role play – 2 mins (15 marks) 
Part 2  – discussion of photo card–2 mins for Foundation/3 mins for Higher (15 marks) 
Part 3  – general conversation-3-5 mins for Foundation/5-7 mins for Higher (30 marks) 
 

 
 

Listening  

 
Learners will be able to demonstrate general and specific understanding of different types of 
spoken language and will be required to follow and understand clear standard speech using 
familiar language across a range of specified contexts. 
 
Skills 
 

 You will need to listen for gist and understanding to deduce the meaning from a range 
of short and longer speech texts.  

 You will have to identify the overall message, key points, details and opinions in a variety 
of short and longer spoken passages, involving some more complex language and you will 
recognise the relationship between past, present and future events. 

 You will need to extract information, evaluate and draw conclusions. Key learning 
muscles – distilling, reasoning, empathy and listening, making links and noticing.  

 
Worth 25% of total grade. Where questions are in English, you answer them in English. When 
questions are in the target language, you answer in the target language.  
 
Content 
 
The course covers three distinct themes. These themes apply to all four question papers. 
 
Learners are expected to understand and provide information and opinions about these themes 
relating to their own experiences and those of other people, including people in 
countries/communities where French/German is spoken. 
 
Reading 
 

 You will need to understand general and specific details within texts 
using high frequency (vocabulary that is familiar and commonly used) 
language across a range of contexts. 

 Identify the overall message by looking at the context of the piece. 

 Notice key points, details and opinions in a variety of short and longer written passages  

 Deduce meaning from a variety of short and longer written texts from a range of 
materials, including authentic sources involving some complex language and unfamiliar 
material, as well as short narratives and authentic material addressing relevant 
contemporary and cultural themes. 

 Recognise and respond to key information, important themes and ideas in more extended 
written text and authentic sources, including some extracts from relevant abridged or 
adapted literary texts. 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj5oaKj0d_NAhVEL8AKHaZdCewQjRwIBw&url=http://nyceducator.com/2016/06/is-reading-magic-bullet.html&bvm=bv.126130881,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNE8zSjboXypEEtzvtvfp2YH6L6iuw&ust=1467921841829724
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Skills 
 

 Demonstrate understanding by being able to scan for particular information. 

 Organise and present relevant details, draw inferences in context and recognise implicit 
meaning where appropriate (implicit = suggested though not directly addressed.  

 You will need to translate a short passage from French/German into English.  
 

 

Writing 

 Write short texts, using simple sentences and familiar language accurately to convey 
meaning and exchange information. 

 Produce clear and coherent text of extended length to present facts and express ideas 
and opinions appropriately for different purposes and in different settings, make 
accurate use of a variety of vocabulary and grammatical structures. 

 Manipulate the language, using and adapting a variety of structures and vocabulary with 
increasing accuracy and fluency for new purposes, including using appropriate style and 
register. (The register refers to language used for a specific purpose and can be defined 
by such factors as social occasion.)  

 Make independent, creative and more complex use of the language, as appropriate, to 
note down key points, express and justify individual thoughts and points of view, in order 
to interest, inform or convince. 

 Translate sentences and short texts from English into French/German to convey key 
messages accurately and to apply grammatical knowledge of language and structures in 
context.  

 
Reading 
 

 Translation from French/German into English – minimum 35 words at Foundation and 50 
words at Higher. 

 Each paper contains literary extracts – mixture of historical and contemporary sources 
will be used. 
 

Section A  – questions in English to be answered in English 33 marks 
Section B  – questions in French/German to be answered in French/German 18 marks 
Section C  – translation of a short passage from the target language 
 
Written Tasks 

 
Foundation Tier 
 
 Question 1: Message (student produces four sentences in response to a photo)   

  8 marks. 
 

 Question 2: Short passage (student writes a piece of continuous text in response  
  to four brief bullet points, approximately 40 words in total)  
  16 marks. 
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 Question 3: Translation from English into French/German (minimum 35 words) –  
  10 marks. 
 

 Question 4: Structured writing task (student responds to four compulsory   
  detailed bullet points, producing approximately 90 words in total) –  
  there is a choice from two questions – 16 marks. 

 
Higher Tier 
 
 Question 1: Structured writing task (student responds to four compulsory 

detailed bullet points, producing approximately 90 words in total) – there 
is a choice from two questions – 16 marks. 
 

 Question 2: Open-ended writing task (student responds to two compulsory 
detailed bullet points, producing approximately 150 words in total) – there 
is a choice from two questions – 32 marks. 

 

 Question 3: Translation from English into French/German (minimum 50 
words) – 12 marks. 

 
Communication Strategies   
 
Whilst it is useful for learners to concentrate on a core of key language for any given topic, it 
is impossible to predict all the linguistic elements they might meet when reading and listening 
to authentic French/German, or which they themselves might need to use. For this reason, the 
learners will need to develop communication strategies as part of the teaching and learning 
process, which will greatly increase their ability to cope successfully with unknown words.  
 
Skills Focus 
 

 Ignoring words which are not needed. Many tasks contain words which are not essential 
for an understanding of the main points of the text. 
 

 Using visual and verbal context. The skilled reader can find many clues about the purpose 
and content of a text from a study of the layout, the title, the length, the typeface and 
any related pictures. 
 

 Identifying common patterns in language. The ability to predict occurrences in the real 
world makes it possible to anticipate words, and their meaning, in a given context. This 
is one reason why it is important for a French/German course to develop awareness and 
understanding of countries and communities where French is spoken. 
 

 Using cognates and near cognates. Knowledge of patterns of word formation in 
French/German can help to understand a text. Knowledge of words that look or sound 
the same. 
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How to support your child in succeeding at GCSE MFL 
 

 Supporting them to learn all new French/German vocabulary including spelling and 
pronunciation. Your child will bring their exercise book home or the list of vocabulary to 
be revised, as a parent/guardian you can test them on the vocabulary orally or in a written 
format to check they know the words.  The exam board (AQA) produce a list of vocabulary 
that the students are expected to recognise and understand and students should be 
learning and revising this vocabulary regularly throughout the course.  

•  Ensuring that your child attends the after-school MFL clinic (currently held on a Thursday) 
to consolidate/revise key grammatical points as well as learning/practising exam 
techniques.  

•  Encouraging them to demonstrate their French or German speaking skills where the 
opportunity arises, either on holiday in a French/German speaking country, to a 
French/German native speaker or just at home when reviewing the week’s learning.   

•  Ensuring the student has access to a bilingual dictionary and aid the student to use it 
effectively to support their learning. We encourage students to buy a suitable dictionary 
for use throughout Key Stage 4 both at home and at school. We recommend the following 
dictionary: Collins Easy Learning French/German dictionary or Oxford Learners 
French/German dictionary.  

•  Ensuring that they complete homework set by their teacher. Year 10 students should be 
receiving a French or German homework every week which should take an hour, these 
could take various formats including: a learning homework (e.g. learning a set of 
vocabulary), a written task on a worksheet to consolidate that week’s learning or 
preparation for an assessment. Students are also encouraged to undertake at least an hour 
of independent revision/work every week, revising the learning that has taken place in 
the classroom that week. 

•  Encouraging research into the country and the culture so that the pupil gains a wider 
understanding of the Francophone/German speaking world.  

•  Looking at and using relevant language learning websites together. Students in Key Stage 
4 are encouraged to use the following websites to support their language learning: 

 
-  www.quizlet.com 

-  www.kerboodle.com (username and password needed from teacher) 
-  www.vocabexpress.com (username and password needed from teacher) 

-  www.languagesonline.org.uk 
-  www.duolingo.com 

-  www.wordreference.com 
-  www.memrise.com 

 
 

http://www.quizlet.com/
http://www.kerboodle.com/
http://www.vocabexpress.com/
http://www.languagesonline.org.uk/
http://www.duolingo.com/
http://www.wordreference.com/
http://www.memrise.com/
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GCSE music gives you the opportunity to work on the three stands of music; performing, 
composing and listening. You must be able to perform on your own as a soloist and as part of a 
group.  
 
It is crucial that you take part in an extra-curricular activity in the music department should 
you opt for GCSE music. Not only will this help you develop your skills in being part of an 
ensemble, but will also give you the opportunity to start thinking about writing your own music; 
the second strand of the course.  
 
The third strand requires you to study and analyse 8 set pieces from a range of musical genres. 
These range from classical pieces to popular music. If you are willing to see how performance, 
composition and the analytical study of music are combined then music is the right subject for 
you. 
 
What will I learn?  
 
You will learn how to improve your existing performing skills and how to work with others as a 
musician.  Through composition you will gain an insight into how music is constructed from 
initial ideas and stimuli. You will also learn how to analyse music from a variety of styles and 
discover the social and historical context in which music has been performed throughout 
history.  
 
How will I be assessed?  
 
Performing:   You will need to play as a soloist and as part of an ensemble (30% 
Composing:   You will need to compose two contrasting pieces (30%) 
  The listening and appraising component is assessed through a 1 hour and 45 

minute written paper with questions on your set works and unfamiliar 
pieces (40%) 

 
What do I need to know, or be able to do, before taking this course?  
 
You have already gained many of the basic skills required for this course in your music lessons 
over the last three years at secondary school.  You have been introduced to creating music of 
your own and this is developed on the GCSE course as you choose two topics for composition. 
You have already listened to a variety of music and these skills are developed as you study 
repertoire taken from the classical era through to the 20th century. The GCSE course 
encourages you to perform music of your own choice and in any style, as a soloist and in a 
group. To take this course, you must be able to offer one instrument/voice and we strongly 
recommend that you take lessons in this chosen instrument.  
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Physical Education at Key Stage 4  

There are two key parts to the Physical Education Programme offered to students in Years 10 
and 11. 

1. All students will participate in two hours of compulsory 'core' PE per week.  
2. All students will have the choice in the option process to study PE and Sport in the Level 

2 – First Award in Sport  

Key Stage 4 'Core' PE (Choosing Activities and Pathways) 

Each student will participate in ‘core’ PE each week for two hours, as part of the statutory KS4 
curriculum requirement and will be assessed in the same way as Key stage 3. A Personal learning 
checklist of fundamental skills will be used to assess the ‘Step’ that the student is working at 
and this will be reported on the termly grade card. However, this is not an accredited 
qualification and is for internal use only to check progress across the key stage.  
 
The Year 10/11 lessons will involve using the key skills, processes and concepts learned in Key 
Stage 3 in a number of different activities, some of which will be recreational and some of 
which will be competitive, through participating in tournaments. In addition to performing 
students will also get the opportunity to take part in a number of different roles in sport through 
officiating, leading and organising the tournaments. 
 

BTEC Level 2 - First Award in Sport - (equivalent of 1 GCSE) 

BTECs are work related qualifications suitable for a wide range of students, built to 
accommodate the needs of employers and allow progression to university. They provide a more 
practical, real-world approach to learning alongside a key theoretical background. 
 
A BTEC is made up of units. Students study real-life, work-based case studies and complete 
projects and assessments, which contribute to achieving each unit studied. In order to complete 
each unit, students must achieve against a set of outcomes/criteria that are addressed in an 
assignment brief. The assignment briefs provide a platform of a project which allow specific 
criteria to be covered. The projects that students undertake form the basis of their unit results 
which are graded as a Pass, a Merit or a Distinction. 
 

http://www.hamptoncollege.org.uk/curriculum/physical-education/key-stage-4/
http://www.hamptoncollege.org.uk/curriculum/physical-education/key-stage-4/
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In Year 10, students will study: 

 Core Unit 1: Fitness and Sport for exercise (Externally Assessed through an online screen 
test) 

 Core Unit 2: Practical Sports performance (Internally Assessed) 

 
In Year 11, students study: 

 Unit 5: Training for Personal Fitness (30 GLH) 

 Unit 6: Leading Sports Activities. 

 
BTEC Standards Verification and Certification: 
 
In February to March of each academic year Edexcel select a sample of accredited Lead Internal 
Verifiers to be included in Standards Verification for confirmation sampling. They will inform 
both Quality Nominees and the Lead Internal Verifiers of the students to be sampled and this 
will form part of the assessment. 
 
If the verification process is successful then Edexcel will automatically calculate the 
qualification grade for learners when the learner unit grades are submitted by a centre. 
Students would then be informed of their overall grade and certification would be awarded on 
the College results day in August of the academic year. 
 
Extra – Curricular in Key Stage 4 
 
The Physical Education department sees their extra-curricular programme as an imperative role 
for the overall development of the students at the college. 

At Hampton College extra–curricular activity is and inclusive and is based on two principles: 

1.  A ‘sport for all’ philosophy – where all students are encouraged to take part. 

 These activities usually take place at lunchtime where recreational clubs are 
offered for students to maintain an active and healthy lifestyle while having fun 
and developing the skills that they have learned in lessons. 

 A healthy Inter-form and intra school competition, which takes place in many 
different forms. All students are encouraged to represent their form group or 
participate on an individual basis against other students from the same year group 
in modified competition. These include: 

1. Sports Day (athletics events) 
2. Hampton Tennis Championships 
3. Dodgeball and kingball competitions 
4. Basketball 
5. Rowing 
6. Sports Education House competition in Netball  
7. Indoor football 
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2.  Development of 'elite' athletics and teams in a competitive environment 

This involves committed and talented sports people attending school trials, practices, 
coaching sessions and workshops to improve performance and then participate in inter-
school competition on a City/County wide structure, with clear progression routes 
through to Regional and National competition with talent identification. Some of the 
teams that are currently in Key Stage 4 include: 

 
 Netball 
 Football 
 Rugby 
 Basketball 
 Rounders 
 Cricket  
 X Country and athletics 
 Indoor rowing 
 Tennis 
 Table tennis 
 Trampolining 

 
We also encourage our students to continue participating outside of school or to take up 
higher level leadership / coaching and officiating roles and we also aim to support all of 
our students in doing this, by monitoring their progress in initiatives like the JAE 
programme. We aim to celebrate and showcase their achievements in assemblies and 
also help them to manage their time in order to balance their academic work with their 
sports programme. 
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We follow the Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Religious Studies B Course. Religious Studies is the GCSE 
course where students study two of the major world religions, as well as exploring answers to 
some of the most important philosophical and ethical questions that we face. It develops 
students’ ability to think critically about the world and challenges them to develop their own 
responses and perspectives. 
 

The course is divided into two areas of study: 

 

Religion and Ethics: Christianity (50%) 

 

 Section 1 – Christian Beliefs 

 Section 2 – Marriage and the Family 

 Section 3 – Living the Christian Life 

 Section 4 – Matters of Life and Death 
 

Religion, Peace and Conflict: Islam (50%) 
 

 Section 1 – Muslim Beliefs 

 Section 2 – Crime and Punishment 

 Section 3 – Living the Muslim Life 

 Section 4 – Peace and Conflict 

 

Assessment 

 
Students will sit two examinations at the end of Year 11 – one for each area of study. Each 
exam will last for 1 hour and 45 minutes and comprise of four questions which will be divided 
into four different sections. 
 
There are two assessment objectives that apply to both areas of study: 
 
Assessment objective 1 – The ability to show knowledge and understanding 
Assessment objective 2 – The ability to analyse and evaluate   
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Learning Materials and resources 
 
We will be using a variety of learning materials throughout the course and students will be 
provided with all relevant textbooks as well as a revision booklet for each of the eight main 
areas of study. 
 

 
 
The Two Year Programme 

 
 
Expectations throughout the course 

 
It is expected that all students will contribute to class discussions and complete class activities 
to their best abilities. It is also expected that students will work hard to meet and move beyond 
their personalised individual targets, which will be aimed at improving exam performance 
throughout the course.  
 
 
 

Term Year Area of Study 

Autumn  Year 10 Area of Study 1:  Section 1 – Christian beliefs 

Area of Study 2:  Section 1 – Muslim beliefs 

Spring Year 10 Area of Study 2 – Section 1 – Muslim beliefs (cont’d) 

Area of Study 1 – Section 2 – Marriage and the Family 

Area of Study 2 – Section 2 – Crime and Punishment 

Summer Year 10 Area of Study 2 – Section 2 – Crime and Punishment (cont’d) 

Area of Study 1 – Section 3 – Living the Christian Life 

Autumn  Year 11 Area of Study 1 – Section 3 – Living the Christian Life (cont’d) 

Area of Study 2 – Section 3 – Living the  Muslim Life  

Area of Study 1 – Section 4 – Matters of Life and Death 

Spring Year 11 Area of Study 1 – Section 4 – Matters of Life and Death (cont’d) 

Area of Study 2 – Section 4 – Peace and Conflict 

Summer Year 11 Revision and examinations 
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Students will need to complete home learning activities on time and as the course develops, 
they will also be expected to prepare for lessons in advance through background reading and 
research.  
 
 
It will be important for students to read as widely as possible and to keep up with current 
affairs. This will help them develop their critical thinking and debating skills and enable them 
to be successful in meeting the second assessment objective. 
 
Useful Additional Resources 
 
The Day:  A news and current affairs website specifically designed for 

students:  
 
 www.theday.co.uk (username: hamptoncollege / password: 

theday)  
  
The Film & TV Watchlist:  The department will provide a list of films and television 

programmes that will help support the course teaching. 
 
Book list:  The department will also provide a collection of novels and 

reference books that will help students to extend their knowledge 
and understanding of both Islam and Christianity. 
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Core Science Course Overview  
  
Topics  
 
Year 10  
 

 Chemistry 
o The periodic table 
o Acids and Alkalis 
o Bonding and structure 
o Chemical changes 

 

 Biology 
o Cell biology 
o Organisation 
o Infection and disease 
o Bioenergetics  

 

 Physics 
o Energy  
o Forces 
o Particle Matter 
o Electricity 

 
Year 11 
 

 Chemistry 
o The rate and extent of chemical change 
o Organic chemistry 
o Chemical analysis 
o Chemistry of the atmosphere  

 Biology 
o Homeostasis and response 
o Variation, inheritance and evolution 
o Ecology  

 Physics 
o  Atomic Structure 
o  Forces 
o  Waves 
o Electromagnetism 
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Examinations  
 
AQA Combined Science: Trilogy (8464) 
 
The scheme of assessment consists of 6 written papers.  Each paper is worth 16.6%. 
 
Biology 1  Cell biology; organisation; infection and response; bioenergetics. 
Biology 2  Homeostasis and response; inheritance, variation and evolution; ecology. 
 
Chemistry 1  Atomic structure; the periodic table; bonding and structure; quantitative 

chemistry; chemical changes; energy changes. 
Chemistry 2  The rate and extent of chemical change; organic chemistry; chemical analysis; 

Chemistry of the atmosphere. 
 
Physics 1  Energy; Electricity; Particle model of matter; atomic structure. 
Physics 2  Forces; waves; magnetism and electromagnetism. 
 
All papers are 1 hour and 15 minutes long containing a mixture of multiple choice, structured, 
short answer and open response questions. 
 
Practical Work 
 
There is no coursework in science, however this does not mean the end of practical work. There 
is an emphasis on practical science within the department, including the provision of the 21 
‘required practical activities’ set out by AQA. These 21 specifically may be used within the 
exams to assess practical competencies. 
 
Ongoing Assessment 
 
End of module tests are given at the end of each module.  Although this does not count towards 
your child’s GCSE grade, it does give a clear indication of areas that need to be focussed on. 
 
Success Criteria 
 
All pupils are aware of their target grades for Combined Science. It is worth 2 GCSEs and the 
grades are awarded as 1-1, 1-2, 2-2, 2-3, etc. The grade boundaries will alter each year in 
response to the difficulty of the paper since it is a linear qualification. 
 
Revision 
 
Revision guides produced by CGP are available to purchase through the science department for 
£5.50. CGP have also produced exam practice booklets that we can supply for £6.50. Other 
publishers have also produced revision guides, if you choose to purchase these please ensure 
that it is for the AQA course and grades 1-9. 
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How to Help Your Child in Science 
 

 Encourage your child to complete their homework and ask for help if it is needed or they 
are unsure of any class work. 
 

 Encourage your child to be proactive, they are in control of their learning – if they need 
help ask, encourage them to use you to quiz them on definition of terms and so on. 

 
Useful Resources 
 
As previously mentioned there are various revision guides that have been produced specifically 
for these new courses. In addition to this the school subscribes to ‘Kerboodle’. This is a website 
that contains a digital copy of the textbook in addition to extra learning resources. Your child 
will be issued with their passwords shortly for this website. 
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Triple Science Course Overview  
  
Topics  
 
Year 10  
 

 Chemistry 
o The periodic table 
o Acids and Alkalis 
o Bonding and structure 
o Chemical changes 
 

 Biology 
o Cell biology 
o Organisation 
o Infection and disease 
o Bioenergetics  

 

 Physics 
o Energy  
o Forces 
o Particle Matter 
o Electricity  
o Atomic Structure 

 
Year 11 
 

 Chemistry 
o The rate and extent of chemical change 
o Organic chemistry 
o Chemical analysis 
o Chemistry of the atmosphere  

 

 Biology 
o Homeostasis and response 
o Variation, inheritance and evolution 
o Ecology  

 

 Physics 
o Waves  
o Electromagnetism and it’s uses 
o Space 
o Forces (extra) 
o Uses of radiation 
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Examinations 
 
AQA Biology   (8461) 
AQA Chemistry  (8462) 
AQA  Physics   (8463) 
 
Each GCSE consists of two exams .The scheme of assessment consists of six written papers.  
Each paper is worth 50%. 
 
Biology 1  Cell biology; organisation; infection and response; bioenergetics. 
Biology 2  Homeostasis and response; inheritance, variation and evolution; ecology. 
Chemistry 1  Atomic structure; the periodic table; bonding and structure; quantitative 

chemistry; chemical changes; energy changes. 
Chemistry 2  The rate and extent of chemical change; organic chemistry; chemical analysis; 

Chemistry of the atmosphere. 
Physics 1   Energy; Electricity; Particle model of matter; atomic structure. 
Physics 2   Forces; waves; magnetism and electromagnetism. 
 
All papers are 1 hour and 45 minutes long containing a mixture of multiple choice, structured, 
short answer and open response questions. 
 
Practical Work 
 
There is no coursework in Science, however this does not mean the end of practical work. There 
is an emphasis on practical science within the department, including the provision of the eight 
‘required practical activities’ set out by AQA for each Science GCSE. These specifically may be 
used within the exams to assess practical competencies. 
 
Ongoing Assessment 
 
End of module tests are given at the end of each module.  Although this does not count towards 
your child’s GCSE grade, it does give a clear indication of areas that need to be focussed on. 
 
Success Criteria 
 
All pupils are aware of their target grades for each Science GCSE. Each is worth one GCSE and 
the grades are awarded on the 1-9 scale. The grade boundaries will alter each year in response 
to the difficulty of the paper, as it is a linear qualification. 
 
Revision 
 
Revision guides produced by CGP are available to purchase through the Science Department for 
£2.75. CGP have also produced exam practice booklets that we can supply for £3.75. There is 
a set for each of the GCSE subjects. Other publishers have also produced revision guides. If you 
choose to purchase these, please ensure that it is for the AQA course and grades 1-9. 
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How to Help Your Child in Science 
 

 Encourage your child to complete their homework and ask for help if it is needed or they 
are unsure of any class work. 
 

 Encourage your child to be proactive, as they are in control of their learning – if they 
need help ask, encourage them to use you to quiz them on definition of terms and so on. 

  
Useful Resources 
 
As previously mentioned there are various revision guides that have been produced specifically 
for these new courses. In addition to this the school subscribes to ‘Kerboodle’. This is a website 
that contains a digital copy of the textbook in addition to extra learning resources. Your child 
will be issued with their passwords shortly for this website. 
 

 


